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Wordpress On The Move: Cloning made simple with free tools. Cloning Wordpress Installs I am going to

show you my method of cloning a Wordpress install I have used this same method since version 2 of

Wordpress and still use it today with the 3+ versions. The best part the tutorial presented uses all free

tools. Yes, all free tools. Nothing else to purchase with the exception of this video tutorial. Here is exactly

what you get in this package: 5 Universal Themes 5 how to videos My 7 step Niche cloning report The

Universal Niche Themes Are 100 3.+ Wordpress Ready. They Were Made To Take Advantage Of All 3.0

Features One important note though, this tutorial is assuming that you are hosting on the cPanel platform.

If not, one could still use a FTP program to accomplish, but it is a slower process. FTP is not covered but

actually a simple process. If you are hosting on the cPanel platform, you are about 30 minutes away from

cloning your first Wordpress install. Once you watch these videos you should be able to setup a clone site

in about 10 minutes time after time. Grab this tutorial, start cloning and/or backing up your important sites!

This video tutorial is for anyone wanting to clone Wordpress installs. It does not matter if you are a niche

blogger or are just wanting to make a true backup. We even cover setting up plugin that will backup your

database and email it to you. Here are the topics covered in 5 flash videos: Video 1: Installing the free

plugin, setting up and backing up mySQL Video 2: How to easily backup and compress your Wordpress

files Video 3: Setting up the destination account and readying mySQL Video 4: Easily modifying backup

files and uploading to new destination Video 5: Simple way to modify the database with free tools and

uploading This is a complete and easy to follow video tutorial. If you have ever installed Wordpress and

used cPanel this will be very simple for you. Grab your copy today and learn exactly how I clone and

setup niche Wordpress sites in about 10 minutes. The included 7 step report will open your eyes! It is so

simple once you watch these videos and know the 7 steps shown in the report.
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